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The closer we get to crucial distinctions, the more we risk semantic confusion. Mel Kotyk need not, I hope, be sad.

My interpretation of Kotyk's (1999) views also may be flawed, but I hope to begin to build some connective tissue

here. I believe that Holling is quite right to be suspicious of people with visions.

The semantic confusion lies in the crucial distinction between "a vision" as a fixed focus or agenda, sometimes

known in the United States as "tunnel" vision, and the ability to see comprehensively--vision. Holling may have

figured out long ago that nine-tenths of the hell being raised in the world is (and long has been) well intentioned.

That's why Kotyk's definition of dogmatism rocked me to the core: he describes tunnel vision, arrogant presumption

to perfection--well, near perfection.

It is a privilege to have vision. But a having "a" vision requires blinders to screen out the outliers--outliers wherein

whole universes of alternatives may lie undiscovered.

For me, the most exciting feature of Conservation Ecology is this feature (vision without a vision) of driving a stake

into the heart of presumption. Somewhere in the phenomena (or phenomenon?) we study may lie a universal

Rosetta Stone. More than one paper in this journal's short existence has touched upon it. It is compelling to be

present at its unearthing.
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